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Abstract

 

The term “market transformation” was first coined in 1992
and, in the subsequent decade, dozens of market transfor-
mation initiatives have been operated in the U.S., including
national, regional and local initiatives.  This paper looks at
28 of the major initiatives, how they have fared in the mar-
ket, and the lessons each initiative teaches. We examine a
range of initiatives, including ones that have prospered,
ones that have had difficulties, and ones that have had
mixed success. The paper concludes with a summary of les-
sons learned that should be kept in mind when developing
and refining market transformation initiatives in the future.

 

Introduction

 

Market transformation generally means a strategic effort “by
utility and other organisations to intervene in the market,
causing beneficial, lasting changes in the structure or func-
tion of the market…, leading to increases in the adoption of
energy-efficient products, services and/or practices” 
(Schlegel et al. 1997).

Market transformation is typically pursued through 

 

initia-
tives

 

 that employ multiple activities designed to address
market barriers that impede use of particular energy saving
technologies or practices. Often, more than one organisation
will be involved in implementing an initiative, and activities
will evolve as the market development of a measure
progresses. 

In general terms, a market transformation initiative for a
specific technology or practice will generally involve:

1.  A careful analysis of the overall market, including an 
identification of the particular barriers that are hindering 
the development, introduction, purchase and use of the 
targeted measure;

2.  A clear statement of the overall goal of the initiative as 
well as the specific objectives that will be accomplished 
along the way by the different initiative activities;

3.  The development of a set of coordinated activities that 
will achieve the desired objectives and systematically 
address each of the identified barriers; 

4.  Successful implementation of the individual activities, 
including periodic evaluations and adjustments 
designed to respond to actual experience; and

5.  Development and execution of a plan for transitioning 
from extensive market intervention activities toward a 
largely self-sustaining market, i.e., an “exit strategy.”

Market transformation efforts are different from most tradi-
tional demand-side management (DSM) programs in sever-
al respects. The primary difference is that the fundamental
goal of market transformation is to change markets, resulting
in long-term energy savings. Short-term energy-savings are
generally not a primary goal. As a result of this market focus,
market transformation activities are generally devised in di-
rect response to identified market barriers. In fact, under-
standing the particular market barriers for a measure is very
helpful for developing and implementing successful market
transformation activities. In addition, market transformation
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initiatives generally are broader and longer-term than typical
DSM programs. A market transformation initiative may
have several phases, many players, and a variety of activities.
Coordination among the relevant players is thus necessary to
ensuring that a market transformation initiative or strategy is
effective and the broad goals are accomplished. Since the
primary goal of market transformation is to change markets,
evaluation of market transformation initiatives emphasises
progress made in addressing market barriers and not precise
measurements of program energy savings. While many tra-
ditional DSM programs include some of these attributes,
few include all of the attributes that typify market transfor-
mation initiatives. However, market transformation is not a
label that uniquely identifies certain energy efficiency pro-
gram designs to the exclusion of others. It is instead an ob-
jective that all energy efficiency programs have at least a
theoretical potential to achieve, although some programs are
clearly more effective at achieving this objective than oth-
ers. For more information on the market transformation ap-
proach to program design, please see Nadel and Latham
(1998).

The term “market transformation” was first coined in
1992 and, in the subsequent decade, dozens of market trans-
formation initiatives have been operated in the U.S., includ-
ing national, regional and local initiatives. Since that time,
ACEEE has periodically conducted reviews of the major in-
itiatives, to assess how they are faring and the lessons each
initiative teaches that can be of use to the design and imple-
mentation of these and future initiatives. Such reviews were
conducted in 1996 (Suozzo and Nadel) and 1999 (Suozzo
and Thorne). It has now been four years since our last re-
view, and much has happened in this period. Thus, in late
2002, ACEEE decided to conduct a new review.

For this review, we looked at market transformation initi-
atives around the country, and decided to focus on those in-
itiatives that are operating in multiple regions of the country
and thus can be considered somewhat national in scope.
Overall, we identified 28 such initiatives. For each initiative,
we examined what participants are active, what they are do-
ing, initiative accomplishments, and lessons learned. A new
ACEEE report (Nadel et al. 2003) discusses this review in
full. This paper summarises the longer report.

 

Market Transformation Initiatives, Their 
Accomplishments and Lessons

 

This section summarises our findings for each of the 28 ini-
tiatives examined. First we discuss residential initiatives,
then those for the commercial and industrial sectors. Cita-
tions to data sources can be found in the longer report.

 

RESIDENTIAL INITIATIVES

 

New Homes

 

A wide range of residential new construction energy effi-
ciency programs, sponsored by states, utilities, and home-
builder groups have been conducted in the U.S. over the last
two decades. In the past five years, most of the program ac-
tivity has been consolidated under the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) Energy Star Homes program. It

has grown rapidly since its inception in the mid-1990s: in
2002, total homes certified under the program reached
37 000, up from 1 700 in 1997.  This represents about 3% of
the total national market for single-family homes. On a State
basis, Alaska builds 25% of its homes under the Energy Star
program, Vermont about 14%, Arizona and Nevada about
8%, Massachusetts and Texas about 5%. In some large metro
area markets, especially in Arizona and Texas, Energy Star is
reported to have market shares of 20% or more. For Energy
Star to achieve a 3% market share in just five years in the
huge and diverse U.S. homebuilding industry is a remarka-
ble success. Further rapid growth is expected as large pro-
duction builders adopt the program in major states and
metro markets. The Energy Star program has succeeded by
learning to offer solutions to builders' larger problems in
quality control and market differentiation, and by working
flexibly with local partners, including State building code
agencies, home builder associations, home energy raters,
and building product manufacturers.

 

Windows

 

High-efficiency windows have been available in the U.S.
market since the 1980s, and have achieved significant mar-
ket penetration since then. A 1997 study showed that na-
tionwide, about 34% of residential windows used low-
emissivity glass as a basic indicator of high efficiency. The
Energy Star Windows program applied more specific criteria
beginning in 1998: while market penetration data to date are
limited, the Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnerships
(NEEP) conducted a 2002 study of eight northeastern
states, finding an overall market share of 43% for Energy
Star Windows. In the Northwest, staff at the Northwest En-
ergy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) report an overall 75% mar-
ket penetration after an intensive multi-year promotion
campaign. Market shares are typically much lower in the
warmer states; but the new International Energy Conserva-
tion Code (IECC) contains strict window standards, equal to
or more stringent than Energy Star criteria in several states.
In Texas, for example, a recent utility market study in the
Dallas area indicates that Energy Star windows have more
than 80% of the market, and code compliance is inferred as
the primary driver for this finding. Overall, high-efficiency
windows appear to be gaining a dominant share of the mar-
ket in colder states, and are making rapid gains in warmer
states where code requirements drive the market. In the
windows market, voluntary programs and building codes
can work in very close coordination, and in some cases codes
can lead the market transformation effort. It is also impor-
tant to work closely with the five major glass manufacturers,
for they have the economic motivation and resources to sup-
port market transformation as well as codes efforts.

 

CFL Bulbs and Fixtures

 

Compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) and fixtures for residen-
tial use have been the focus of market transformation pro-
grams for many years. In recent years, the Energy Star
specifications for CFLs and fixtures have been widely
adopted by market transformation programs at the State and
regional level as the basis for their program activities. Spe-
cial education and marketing campaigns along with custom-
er promotions using coupons (redeemable at the cash
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register), rebates, and other special offers have been run in
many parts of the country. As a result of these efforts, the
market for CFL lamps and fixtures has grown rapidly over
the past three years. The increasing number of manufactur-
ers, wider variety of products, expanded range of retailers,
and lower prices have improved consumer access to and in-
terest in CFLs. Sales of CFLs are growing in many regions
as sales of incandescent bulbs decline. Nationwide, CFL
sales grew from less than 6 million in 1999 to more than
21.6 million in 2001. These numbers held steady in the first
half of 2002; sales of almost 12 million bulbs gave CFLs a
market share of 1.6%. In California, sales increased four-fold
from 2000 to 2001. Market share rose to a high of 8.6% dur-
ing the peak of the 2001 energy crisis and have since settled
to an average of almost 5% in early 2002. The Pacific North-
west has seen similar growth. Sales figures for CFL fixtures
are less readily available, but an estimated 1.1 to 1.4 million
Energy Star fixtures were sold in 1999 representing just un-
der 1% of the residential fixture market. Among the prod-
ucts sold, interest in CFL torchieres has been particularly
high and continues to grow in response to persistent educa-
tion campaigns and turn-in events (swapping a new efficient
fixture for an old inefficient one). Also, safety concerns have
reduced the demand for halogen torchieres. Years of ongoing
market transformation activity paid off in the recent success-
es in California and the Pacific Northwest by ensuring a
large and widely accessible supply of improved CFLs with
lower incremental costs. Earlier program experience had es-
tablished stable relationships with manufacturers and retail-
ers that were key to developing customer-friendly programs
with important advertising and education components.

 

Clothes Washers

 

In the mid-1990s, manufacturers began to introduce new, re-
source-efficient residential clothes washers in response to
programs and requests by utilities, energy efficiency organi-
zations, and others concerned about the high water and en-
ergy use of existing top-loading washer designs. During the
past few years, market transformation programs around the
country have adopted the Energy Star specification for
clothes washers as a common platform for their programs. At
the same time, the Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
and its members also promote washers that go beyond the
Energy Star specification through a series of more stringent
efficiency tiers, including limits on water consumption, that
energy and water utilities can adopt for promotions such as
incentives, retailer outreach, and education. These efforts
have paid off as the national market share of Energy Star
clothes washers reached 15% in early 2002. Regions with ac-
tive market transformation programs enjoy even higher lev-
els: in Wisconsin market share reached 27% in June 2002, up
from 23% in June 2001; in the Pacific Northwest, market
share grew to 32% in 2002; Massachusetts market share hit
27% as of the second quarter of 2002; and in California, ex-
ceeded 23% as of the end of 2001. New federal minimum ef-
ficiency standards, set to take effect in two stages in 2004
and 2007, are helping to complete the market transforma-
tion process for these clothes washers. Manufacturers con-
tinue to introduce an expanding range of washer designs in
models that exceed the 2004 Energy Star level. Adoption of
the Energy Star platform for outreach and promotion lever-

aged the efforts of market transformation programs operat-
ing at the regional and local level. These common and
consistent messages about the energy and non-energy ben-
efits of resource-efficient washers have increased consumer
awareness and made it easier for manufacturers and retailers
to engage with program activity across the country.

 

Other Appliances (Refrigerators, Dishwashers, Room Air 
Conditioners)

 

The energy efficiency of refrigerators, dishwashers, and
room air conditioners has grown over the past 15 years in re-
sponse to minimum efficiency standards and efforts to trans-
form the market for these products. The Energy Star
platform has been adopted by most large utilities and other
program implementers as the foundation for their appliance
efficiency programs. CEE encourages its members to pro-
mote Energy Star as the base level for “efficient” appliances
and also promotes “super-efficient” appliances that exceed
Energy Star. Common appliance promotions and activities
include incentives, retailer outreach, marketing, and educa-
tion. Through these efforts, Energy Star has continued to
build support among manufacturers and retailers leading to
increasing availability of qualified products and enhanced
retailer promotion. The market share of Energy Star appli-
ances has also continued to grow. Nationwide, market share
for dishwashers averaged 15% for 2001 and grew to 30% in
the first half of 2002. For room air conditioners, market share
averaged 20% in 2001 and hit 25% during the first half of
2002. Refrigerator market share has also enjoyed impressive
growth, increasing from less than 1% in the first quarter of
2001 (due to the limited number of available models as the
Energy Star levels increased prior to the effective date of the
new 2001 federal standard) to an average of just under 18%
for the year and holding steady in the first half of 2002. Re-
gions with active market transformation programs often re-
port higher market shares for Energy Star appliances, with
the leading states achieving market shares of 20-25%. Even-
tually, the Energy Star levels will likely be adopted in mini-
mum federal standards for each appliance. An important
part of program success stems from the flexibility to adjust
activities and incentive levels as changes in the market (e.g.,
new federal standards, introduction of new product fea-
tures) influence the availability and mix of qualified prod-
ucts. Current trends highlight how shifts in product use or
potential unintended consequences (e.g., increasing
number of households keeping old refrigerator) can require
new initiatives, such as refrigerator pickups.

 

Home Electronics

 

In response to growing recognition and concern over the
magnitude of energy consumed by consumer electronics in
standby and off modes, EPA introduced the first of its Ener-
gy Star home electronics programs in 1998. There are now
four active home electronics programs covering TVs and
VCRs, audio equipment and DVDs, set-top boxes, and te-
lephony products. Each of the programs has different per-
formance specifications, although all focus on standby
power consumption. Product specifications for each program
except for set-top boxes are scheduled to decline to one watt
or less between 2003 and 2005. EPA has developed numer-
ous marketing campaigns and promotional materials to edu-
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cate the public about labelled home electronics products.
Market transformation program operators have expressed a
growing interest in pursuing opportunities to further pro-
mote home electronics to their customers. More than
30 manufacturers participate in the Energy Star Home Elec-
tronics program. Several manufacturers have upgraded the
vast majority of their products to meet the Energy Star spec-
ifications and many products exceed the program’s specifica-
tions. In 2001, market share for products qualified under the
Energy Star TV/VCR program reached 51% for TVs, 95%
for VCRs, and 77% for TV/VCR combos. Market share for
qualified audio equipment and DVDs reached 15% for
mini-systems and 45% for DVDs. Energy Star qualified dig-
ital cable boxes achieved a 14% market share. It is too early
to report on the market share for telephony products. Expe-
rience to date demonstrates the importance of building pos-
itive relationships with industry and basing program
specifications on solid technical research – these steps have
led to high levels of manufacturer support and involvement.
For end-users, however, promotion of the program has con-
tributed to overall consumer awareness of the Energy Star
brand, but it is not clear to what extent it has influenced con-
sumer purchases.

 

Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps

 

High-efficiency residential central air-conditioner (and heat
pump) programs were among the first utility programs. In
1994, CEE developed coordinated efficiency tiers for use by
its utility members. An Energy Star program for this equip-
ment began in 1995 and originally focused on a Seasonal En-
ergy Efficiency Ratio (SEER) of 12 or more; as of October
2002 this value was increased to SEER 13. CEE currently
lists 16 participating utilities in its initiative. Some now re-
quire equipment to also meet minimum EER levels (which
measures efficiency under peak conditions), and some also
require certification of sizing and proper installation. Due at
least in part to these efforts, the proportion of high-efficiency
models on the market has increased, with 52% of models
meeting or exceeding SEER 12 in 2002 (up from 35% in
1997) and 28% meeting or exceeding SEER 13 (up from
12%). Shipment-weighted average SEER has also advanced
some, from 10.46 in 1992 when the federal central air condi-
tioner efficiency standard took effect, to 11.07 in 2002
(Metzer 2003). As of 1997, the last year for which data are
available, 18% of equipment sales met or exceeded SEER
12, and 3% met or exceeded SEER 13 (ARI 1998). There
was likely some increase in market share since then, as the
sales-weighted average efficiency was 10.66 in 1997 and has
risen 0.41 SEER points since then (ARI 2002). In areas with
active promotion efforts, the market share is even higher.
For example, in New Jersey, between 1998 and 2000, 28%
of all central air conditioners had SEER 13 or higher; this
rose to about 35% in 2002 (Neme 2003). Neme also suggests
that a utility program in Maryland reached over 50% pene-
tration with SEER 13 and above air conditioners in the late
1990s. In January 2000, the U.S. Department of Energy is-
sued a new minimum efficiency standard for this equip-
ment, calling for a SEER 13 level effective in 2006. A few
months later, a new U.S. Administration proposed to reduce
the standard to SEER 12 and the legality of this move is now
being challenged in court. Regardless of whether the ulti-

mate standard is SEER 12 or 13, long-running market trans-
formation initiatives clearly demonstrated the feasibility of
more stringent standards, illustrating the linkage between
market transformation initiatives and new standards. 

 

Central Air Conditioner Installation and Maintenance 
Practices

 

Air-conditioner installation and maintenance practices (in-
cluding proper sizing, correct refrigerant charge, and air flow
within specifications) is a key step for field performance to
match efficiency as measured in a test laboratory. CEE has
developed a 

 

Specification of Energy-Efficient Installation and
Maintenance Practices for Residential HVAC Systems,

 

 and is
working with the North American Technician Excellence
(NATE) program to establish a technician’s certification in
energy efficiency. California utilities have sponsored many
technician training programs and over 13 000 “CheckMe”
diagnostic checks of air conditioner installations, to assure
correct refrigerant charge and air flow. New Jersey utilities
tie incentives for efficient air conditioners and heat pumps
to a documented load calculation, plus certification of refrig-
erant charge and air flow. In 2002, the New Jersey program
provided incentives for approximately 20% of air condition-
ers and heat pumps sold for use in existing homes (another
program deals with new construction). While significant
progress is being made in California and New Jersey, promo-
tion efforts and success is much more limited in other parts
of the country. The California and New Jersey experience
shows that contractor training in both technical and business
elements is crucial. These must be backed with external
quality control, such as the CheckMe program, to achieve
savings and differentiate value-added providers.

 

Gas Furnaces

 

Some gas utilities have been funding incentive programs for
condensing gas furnaces for more than a decade. In 1995,
EPA began awarding Energy Star designation to furnaces
with an Annual Fuel Utilisation Efficiency (AFUE) of 90 or
more. CEE reports 22 furnace programs now operating in
the Northwest, New England, California, Iowa, Minnesota,
New Jersey, New York, and Wisconsin. Incentive amounts
range from $ 100 to $ 375. Recently, a few utilities and states
began also paying attention to the efficiency of the blowers
that push heated air into the living space. Due in substantial
part to these efforts, ten states have condensing furnace
market shares greater than 60%. For example, high market
share in Wisconsin was driven by a combination of utility in-
centives and large purchases of condensing furnaces by the
low-income weatherisation program. In Massachusetts, mar-
ket share rose from 46% in 1997 to 62% in 2000, primarily
driven by a coordinated program involving all the State’s gas
utilities. Incremental costs for condensing furnaces have de-
clined in these states from around $ 1 000 in some cases to
the $ 400 range. Progress is also being made on blower effi-
ciency – in Oregon which offers tax credits for condensing
furnaces with efficient blowers, some distributors have dis-
continued stocking condensing furnaces that are not eligible
for the incentive. However, even in Wisconsin, where con-
densing furnaces outsell non-condensers by 2.7:1, they have
lower penetration in the most urban area (Milwaukee), most
likely due to the high presence of rental housing in this mar-
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ket. To address this problem, some cold-climate states are
beginning to discuss setting minimum efficiency standards,
although such standards will require that states petition for
exemption from the federal minimum standard, which is
much lower. Market transformation programs for more effi-
cient electrical systems are just starting, but promise savings
of several hundred kWh annually.

 

Duct Sealing 

 

Ducts often leak heated or cooled air into unconditioned
spaces like attics, and return ducts can bring hot attic air into
the air conditioning system. Leaked air can account for 20%
- 30% of the air moved. Both proprietary (e.g., “Aeroseal”)
and “open” (e.g., mastic and tape) approaches can eliminate
most leaks. Several programs have been offered to increase
use of duct-sealing services. For example, in the Northwest,
the Performance Tested Comfort Systems program trains
and certifies duct sealing contractors and 15 utilities and one
State-wide program are providing financial incentives to
homeowners who have their ducts sealed. As a result,
150 residential air distribution technicians have been certi-
fied and ducts have been sealed in over 2 400 homes. Cali-
fornia utilities also offer incentives for duct-sealing services.
The City of Austin, Texas awarded incentives for 370 duct
sealing jobs in 2002. Oregon offers a tax credit for a certified
duct system. Oregon has also recently amended its residen-
tial building code to require the use of mastic or certified
tape, mechanical fastening of duct components, and to out-
law the use of building cavities as ducts (effective April,
2003). The California Title 24 Building Code now requires
certified low-leakage ducts, unless other energy-saving
measures are incorporated into new homes to compensate
for the impacts of leaky ducts. And the Florida Building
Code gives performance credit for certified duct systems. As
a result of these efforts, sealed ducts are becoming more
common in these leading states. However, outside of build-
ing code requirements, marketing duct sealing has been dif-
ficult, as evidenced by the relatively low program
participation rates. Duct-sealing is fairly labour-intensive,
and as a result it is moderately expensive. There is very low
consumer awareness about duct-sealing and its benefits.
Thus, incentive programs will be required for now for retro-
fits. New construction can be addressed through building
codes.

 

Ground Source Heat Pumps

 

Ground source (geothermal) heat pumps (GSHP) exchange
heat with the ground or ground water. The high cost of the
ground heat exchanger (generally comparable to the cost of
the unit itself) is amortised by greater efficiency relative to a
conventional heat pump (COP of 4 or more for a GSHP),
and a water heating contribution (usually with a desuper-
heater). Utilities and manufacturers formed the Geothermal
Heat Pump Consortium (1995) to promote the technology,
sharing costs with the federal government. A few million
dollars per year were invested in R&D (e.g., improving the
infrastructure for drilling and environmental protection),
training hundreds of contractors and engineers, and a variety
of promotional and demonstration activities. As a comple-
ment to these national activities, 13 states have incentive
programs, including 11 with utility-sponsored programs and

six consumer-focused programs by State governments. Util-
ities and states together offer 11 rebate programs, 4 loan pro-
grams, 2 leasing programs, one State income tax credit, and
one State sales tax exemption. As a result, the technology
has become more visible since 1995 and annual sales have
increased. Equipment sales have grown by at least 10% per
year. Desuperheaters are now installed in most residential
systems. Perhaps the most important lesson is that strong
and sustained advocacy, backed by limited funding (for ex-
ample, for exploratory drilling at commercial sites) is a key
difference between states where market penetration has in-
creased and those where growth remains flat. 

 

Heat Pump Water Heaters

 

Heat pump water heaters (HPWH) have been targeted as a
promising technology for decades. A robust, low-cost
HPWH would use less than half the energy of electric resist-
ance water heaters, and could compete with gas-fired water
heaters in some applications. Despite substantial invest-
ments by the Electric Power Research Institute, various
utilities, and manufacturers, estimated production of resi-
dential and commercial-sized units remains only a few thou-
sand units per year. One utility, Connecticut Light and
Power, has a decade’s experience with large incentives for
HPWH installations. Maintenance issues were more preva-
lent than anticipated (with units manufactured in low vol-
umes), and performance has not been outstanding. Two
firms have recently introduced advanced units that are
promising. A key lesson from these experiences is that low-
performance and high-maintenance early production units
can “poison the water” for a technology, discouraging pro-
gram sponsors, installers and potential purchasers. Also, the
need for both plumbing and refrigeration hook-ups on new
units generally required two trades (plumbing and refriger-
ation) to participate in each installation. Recent units are
carefully designed to allow a single tradesman (plumber) to
do the entire installation, since the refrigeration system is
pre-charged and sealed. In addition, units on the market are
expensive (generally more than $ 1 000 (950 Euro) in-
stalled), in part due to low production volumes. Costs need
to come down for the technology to better compete with
electric resistance units which often cost less than $ 500
(475 Euro) installed. On the other hand, an important sell-
ing point for the technology is that many customers value
the basement dehumidification by-product of HPWH oper-
ation.

 

COMMERCIAL INITIATIVES

 

Packaged Air Conditioning Systems

 

Packaged commercial air conditioning systems generally
contain both the evaporator and condenser section in a sin-
gle unit and are commonly placed on rooftops (hence they
are often call 

 

rooftop air conditioners

 

). Many purchasers (land-
lords) are not the bill-payers (tenants), so much of the mar-
ket demands low purchase prices over efficiency. On the
other hand, utilities recognise unitary equipment’s large
contribution to load peaks, so utilities are interested in pro-
grams to improve efficiency. CEE made commercial pack-
aged air conditioning systems one of its first program targets,
developing tier 1 and tier 2 efficiency specifications in 1993.
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Twenty-nine utility and State programs are now part of the
CEE initiative. In 2001, Energy Star began a packaged air
conditioning system program, with the efficiency levels
largely similar to CEE tier 2. Since the CEE initiative be-
gan, the proportion of models on the market meeting CEE’s
tier 2 have increased from just a few percent to 16% in 2001.
Most major manufacturers offer a line of products meeting
the tier 2 specification. In Massachusetts, which probably
has the most intensive incentive and promotion program in
the country, a 1999 study found that 9% of sales were at the
tier 2 level, and an additional 13% met tier 1. In 1999, the
American Society of Heating Refrigeration and Air-Condi-
tioning Engineers (ASHRAE) established tier 1 as the rec-
ommended level in their model building code, a code that
took effect in 2001 and has since been adopted as mandatory
in many states. Due to the ASHRAE code, the transition to
tier 1 efficiency levels is largely complete, and program ef-
forts are now primarily targeting tier 2. The U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy (DOE) is now considering minimum
efficiency standards for this equipment, and the big debate
is whether to set the standard at the tier 1 or tier 2 level. A
decision is expected in late 2004. Work has also begun on
higher efficiency levels. The Federal Energy Management
Program (FEMP) developed an exemplary procurement
program that yielded fixed prices for two products with the
lowest life-cycle costs. Both of these products exceed tier 2,
including one product whose efficiency is 15% above tier 2.
These multiple programs illustrate the importance of a long-
term sustained effort, and the role of building codes and
standards in completing the market transformation process.
However, efforts have focused overwhelmingly on equip-
ment efficiency and few programs address other aspects of
system performance, such as ventilation effectiveness and
efficiency, proper use of economisers, and installation and
maintenance practices. These areas need increased atten-
tion in the future.

 

Packaged Refrigeration Systems

 

Packaged refrigeration systems include commercial refriger-
ators and freezers, ice-makers, and refrigerated vending ma-
chines. Together this equipment accounts for the majority
of commercial refrigeration energy use in the U.S. Research
in the 1990s found that the efficiency of most packaged re-
frigeration equipment could be improved by 30-50%, but
products weren’t commercialised and manufacturers were
sceptical that such equipment could be produced or would
sell. Efforts to change the market included research by
DOE with a major manufacturer to design a commercial re-
frigerator that uses less than half the energy of previous
models, development of Energy Star and CEE specifica-
tions for efficient refrigerators, freezers, ice makers and
vending machines, incentive and promotion programs of-
fered by several utilities and states, and development of
minimum efficiency standards by the State of California. As
a result of these efforts, the number of commercial refriger-
ators meeting the Energy Star specification has soared, all
the major vending machine manufacturers are either pro-
ducing or soon will produce efficient vending machines, and
modest minimum efficiency standards for commercial re-
frigerators and freezers recently took effect in California.
Work is still needed to promote the highest efficiency levels

for refrigerators, freezers and ice-makers, but major progress
has been made. The key appears to have been development
of a multi-pronged set of initiatives sufficient to generate the
sense that “the train is pulling out of the station,” and mar-
ket participants would be best served to be on board.

 

Commercial Lighting Design (including daylighting)

 

Recognizing the significant successes in adoption of energy-
efficient lighting technology (particularly linear lamps and
electronic ballasts) in commercial buildings, a number of
market transformation organizations have launched pro-
grams targeting lighting design and controls as a means to
capture additional energy savings and further improve the lit
environment. These programs typically utilize education
and technical assistance rather than widespread marketing
and financial incentives to reach their target audience. Part-
nerships among manufacturers, distributors, and others in-
volved in lighting design and decision-making are also an
important part of the programs. Many of the programs ap-
proach the issue of lighting design with a unique slant. Ex-
amples include: exploring the links between lighting and
productivity; incorporating daylighting into mainstream de-
sign and construction; and targeting small commercial cus-
tomers that typically work with less sophisticated lighting
contractors and distributors. Traditional indicators of success
such as sales, market share, and energy savings are not appli-
cable or prove harder to quantify for lighting design practic-
es than for specific technologies and products. The
programs are working to develop tools to better assess ben-
efits. It is clear that commercial lighting design programs
have made some headway in educating lighting contractors
and commercial customers about the benefits of effective,
energy-efficient lighting design. However, it is difficult to
quantify the extent that educational programs have resulted
in lighting projects incorporating the preferred design strat-
egies. For complicated markets, such as lighting design,
partnerships that bring together all of the market actors are
vital. Simple messages that relate the benefits of improved
lighting design to end-users can help address the ongoing
challenge of increased demand for and acceptance of im-
proved lighting design. In the meantime, programs may en-
joy more success by offering relatively simple design-based
technology approaches (e.g., one lamp fixtures, lighting con-
trols) in addition to broader, systematic lighting design ef-
forts.

 

Exit Signs (primarily LED exit signs)

 

Utility programs and EPA’s Green Lights program began
promoting energy-efficient exit signs in the early 1990s. In
1996, EPA developed an Energy Star labelling program for
exit signs. The current specification, which limits power
draw to five watts or less per face (most signs have one face,
but some have two), effectively requires the use of light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) or electroluminescent technology
for qualified products. The specification is currently under
revision; key changes under consideration will lower the re-
quired power draw to no more than three watts per face and
change the product definition to allow photoluminescent
and self-luminescent signs. Market transformation programs
in California, Minnesota, Massachusetts, Oregon, New York,
and Vermont offer rebates for the purchase and installation
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of energy-efficient exit signs and/or retrofit kits. Since the
inception of the Energy Star program, the availability of
qualified products has increased and product costs have
dropped. Considering maintenance and energy cost savings,
a simple payback of less than one year is common. As of Jan-
uary 2003, there are 21 manufacturer partners in the Energy
Star program; this number is likely to grow if program revisions
allow labelling of photoluminescent and self-illuminating
signs. As of 2001, Energy Star exit signs had a nationwide
market share of 73%. And, in California, LED exit signs ac-
counted for at least 78% of market share, up from 43% in
1998 and 20% in 1995. California has adopted a minimum
efficiency standard for exit signs equivalent to the current
Energy Star specification. A national minimum efficiency
standard is in pending federal legislation. By including fire
and life safety concerns in the energy and visibility criteria
of the Energy Star program, EPA was able to get increased
buy-in for the Energy Star program. This lesson proved val-
uable and expedited development of LED traffic signal
specifications. The emergence of self-illuminating exit
signs, which do not require a power source or external light
source, demonstrates the importance of ongoing review and
revision of the Energy Star specifications in providing an av-
enue for manufacturers of innovative products to access key
markets.

 

New Construction

 

Many utilities and some states are operating programs to in-
crease the efficiency of new commercial buildings above
levels mandated under local building codes. Such programs
typically combine technical assistance, rebates for specific
measures (e.g., high-efficiency chillers), and custom incen-
tives for integrated packages of measures. Leading pro-
grams are operated by utilities in Connecticut,
Massachusetts, Minnesota and Rhode Island and programs
have begun in other states. In the leading states, programs
are enrolling buildings accounting for more than 50% of the
commercial building floor area being built, achieving sav-
ings of 10-30% relative to local building codes. Many of the
long-running programs report that architects, engineers and
building developers have changed their design practices as
a result of the programs. When a new energy-saving measure
works well in one new building, it is often incorporated into
subsequent projects. Also, as measures achieve high market
share, they are frequently dropped from programs and in-
stead incorporated into local building codes. However, only
some regions of the country are covered by these programs,
and in much of the country, improvements in new building
efficiency are small. Commercial new construction programs
are a long-term effort. These programs can also be fairly ex-
pensive (e.g., utilities in Connecticut and Massachusetts are
together spending more than $ 20 million annually). In-
creasingly, programs are paying more attention to the build-
ing code revision process, in order to move proven measures
into codes, thereby increasing penetration rates and reduc-
ing incentive costs. 

 

Building Operator Training and Certification

 

The Building Operator Training and Certification Program
(often abbreviated BOC) began in the northwest in 1997,
building upon previous work in Idaho and Washington

State. The goal of the program is to train and certify building
operators in order to improve the quality of building mainte-
nance and provide a way to recognize skilled operators so
that good maintenance skills have value in the marketplace.
The program includes two levels of training – basic (level 1)
and advanced (level 2). Participants attend a series of cours-
es spread over several months. At the end of the course a test
is given and those who pass are certified. The original pro-
gram has since spread to the northeast, midwest, and por-
tions of California. In the northwest, where the program has
been operating the longest, more than 10% of the target
market has participated. An evaluation of the northwest pro-
gram found that over 65% of program participants apply con-
cepts learned in training and 26% undertake specific
measures such as energy conservation projects and indoor air
quality improvements. Overall, participants are reducing
energy use in facilities by an average of about 2.5%. Em-
ployers of BOC graduates overwhelmingly (98% in the
northwest) say they will recommend BOC to their peers,
and 92% say they will look for BOC certification on resumes
of job applicants. And nearly 50% of graduates have seen an
increase in job responsibilities and compensation since earn-
ing certification. The BOC concept was carefully thought
out at the beginning to appeal to both students and their
employers. Students receive high quality training, certifica-
tion, and opportunities for promotions and higher compen-
sation. Employers receive improvements in building
operations and reductions in operating costs. The program
found an important market niche, and developed a success-
ful strategy to fill it.

 

Retrocommissioning

 

Commissioning of existing buildings (commonly called 

 

ret-
rocommissioning

 

 (RCx)) is emerging as a growing area of in-
terest for market transformation activity. To date, programs
to promote the RCx of commercial and institutional build-
ings have been offered in Oregon, Minnesota, Texas, Cali-
fornia, Massachusetts, the Pacific Northwest, New York, and
Colorado. Programs in Portland, Oregon, Minnesota, and
Texas are broad-scale initiatives that have served dozens of
buildings. The other programs are either pilot, demonstra-
tion or start-up efforts. In 2003, several of these are expand-
ing in scope and additional pilots are starting. Program
activities include financial incentives to building owners and
RCx providers; training of RCx providers; education of
building owners and operators on the benefits of RCx; dem-
onstration projects; dissemination of RCx guidelines, speci-
fications, and sample documents; and development of case
studies. To date, these programs have helped to raise aware-
ness of RCx and document the potential energy savings and
building performance improvements resulting from RCx.
The first full-scale program, conducted by Portland General
Electric, has documented cumulative energy savings of
more than 18 million kWh from 1998 to 2002 on 47 projects
covering more than 10 million square feet. As a result of
these successful early efforts, RCx has been recognized as
an important component in a number of other efficiency ef-
forts. For example, an Executive Order in New York State
requiring all State agencies to cut energy consumption in
their facilities highlights RCx as a key strategy for meeting
the program goals. The U.S. Green Building Council will re-
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quire RCx in its LEED certification program for existing
buildings. Training of service providers has emerged as a
key component of programs working to increase demand for
a new or under-utilized practice. Demonstration of the full
range of energy and non-energy benefits, as well as impact
on the bottom line, has been crucial to obtaining building
owner interest.

 

Real Estate

 

To encourage energy efficiency improvements in the com-
mercial real estate sector, EPA manages the Energy Star for
Commercial Real Estate program. In addition to offering an
Energy Star label for buildings that meet its energy use per-
formance criteria, the program offers a suite of interactive
tools, software, and calculators to help its commercial real
estate partners determine the improved financial perform-
ance that can result from energy efficiency upgrades in their
properties. These tools are designed to translate invest-
ments in energy efficiency into the language of commercial
real estate: reductions in building operating costs, increased
net operating income or funds from operations, and im-
proved asset value. A similar program targets corporate real
estate managers interested in improving their energy per-
formance and saving their company money. Local and re-
gional market transformation program operators are looking
for ways to build on the Energy Star platform to expand en-
ergy upgrades in commercial real estate properties in their
service areas. To date, 68 commercial real estate firms, in-
cluding many of the nation’s largest, participate in the corpo-
rate real estate program. Leading industry associations
including BOMA International, the National Association of
Real Estate Investment Trusts, the Real Estate Roundtable,
and the Society of Industrial and Office Realtors have en-
dorsed Energy Star and promote the program to their mem-
bers. Thousands of buildings have been benchmarked and
close to 700 office buildings have received the Energy Star
label. While it is difficult to estimate energy savings from the
program, EPA’s successful engagement of influential players
in the competitive and high-profile real estate market is a
sign of substantial progress. Demonstrating the ways that
energy efficiency improvements can help customers meet
their business goals (and communicating in their business
language) has been key in motivating them to pursue effi-
ciency upgrades. Identifying industry leaders and building
strong relationships with them can influence wider interest
in a peer-responsive industry.

 

Schools

 

New and existing school buildings have been at the centre
of a flurry of market transformation planning and activity as
a frenzy of new school construction and renovation has start-
ed in many areas of the country. At the national level, the
EPA Energy Star Schools Program and the DOE Energy
Smart Schools Program work with interested schools and
stakeholders around the country to improve the perform-
ance of new and existing schools. More than 350 schools
have qualified for the Energy Star schools label, while many
hundreds more have been benchmarked using the pro-
gram’s web-based tool. The Energy Smart Schools program
is working with thousands of schools through its partner-
ships with more than 100 schools districts and DOE’s 500

Rebuild America partnerships. At the local and regional lev-
el, a number of other program approaches are being tested.
In California, the Collaborative for High Performance
Schools (CHPS) has certified approximately 100 schools
with an additional 80 schools expected to receive certifica-
tion upon completion. Programs in Massachusetts, New
York, and Wisconsin have helped more than 200 schools be-
come more energy efficient. Overall, energy savings in these
schools average 15% and can approach 20% in existing
schools. Another approach for capturing energy savings in
existing schools is the Resource Conservation Manager
(RCM), which encourages and assists school districts to hire
energy managers. RCM programs are now operating in ten
states. An early assessment of RCM programs demonstrated
average energy savings of 10% to 20%, more than enough to
cover the program costs, thereby generating additional
funds to meet other school needs. Strategic partnerships and
alliances are absolutely critical to program success in the
schools market. The diverse and extensive range of stake-
holders influencing facilities decisions in schools requires
program operators to take the time and effort to reach out to
all interested parties, address varied needs, and develop a
forum for all to share their concerns. Communication of a
central message – improved student performance – that res-
onates with all of the relevant audiences can build greater
support for program efforts.

 

Clothes Washers

 

Residential-style clothes washers are used in some commer-
cial applications such as laundromats and laundry rooms of
multifamily buildings. An Energy Star program began for
these systems in 1999 and CEE has established efficiency
specifications and other program recommendations for utili-
ty and State programs. As of January 2003, they list 30 pro-
grams being offered in the U.S., primarily by water utilities.
Most of these programs are fairly small and have limited par-
ticipation, but a State-wide program in California is just get-
ting going. While energy-efficiency programs are still
gearing up, manufacturers have been busy marketing the
machines to laundromat and multifamily building owners,
touting operating cost savings as well as improved cleaning
performance. One major manufacturer reports that about
one-third of their sales are high efficiency units; other man-
ufacturers have achieved lower penetration rates. The limit-
ed success of efficiency programs appears to be primarily
due to limited promotion. For programs to be successful,
they need to be actively promoted. On the other hand, ac-
tive manufacturer promotion efforts can achieve significant
gains, particularly in situations like this one where the more
efficient machines provide very substantial savings in oper-
ating costs. Adoption of minimum efficiency standards can
accelerate and complete the market transformation process,
a step California has taken and other states are considering.

 

Traffic Signals

 

LED traffic signals, including red, green, and pedestrian sig-
nals, have been the focus of significant market transforma-
tion activity over the past five years. At the national level, an
Energy Star specification for traffic signals establishes effi-
ciency criteria that can only be met with LED technology at
this time. The Energy Star specification has been adopted
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by CEE’s Energy-Efficient Traffic Signal Initiative and its
31 participants and is being promoted to CEE members
across the country. Initiatives to promote LED traffic signals
have been particularly strong in California, Massachusetts,
New York, and Oregon, but many other jurisdictions have
undertaken retrofit activity. In California, programs operat-
ed by the California Energy Commission (CEC) and the
State’s three investor-owned utilities led to signal change-
outs in more than 30% of the State’s intersections in 2000
and 2001. As of March 2002, virtually all of the traffic signals
in San Diego Gas &Electric’s territory had been retrofitted
to LEDs. Oregon’s program, which offered rebates for green
LEDs only, converted more than 30% of the State’s known
green incandescent signals to LEDs in seven months. In
New York, the State Department of Transportation has in-
stalled red and green LED signals at more than 35% of its
6 500 intersections, and New York City is in the final stages
of a project to replace all of the red, green, and pedestrian
signals citywide. The increased demand for LEDs has led to
steep drops in signal prices (e.g., 30% decline in the past two
years; more than 60% over the past five years) and increased
product availability throughout the country. Recent devel-
opments demonstrate that market transformation is likely:
the State of California implemented minimum efficiency
standards for traffic signals; and the federal energy bill now
under consideration in Congress includes provisions to set
national minimum efficiency standards for traffic signals. In
cases such as traffic signals, where non-energy benefits (la-
bour cost savings from avoided lamp replacements) often
outweigh energy cost savings and may be of greater impor-
tance to key decisions-makers, outreach efforts that focus on
both energy and non-energy benefits have been particularly
influential.

 

Cool Roofs

 

Research from Lawrence Berkeley Lab’s Heat Island Group
and the Florida Solar Energy Center has demonstrated the
potential of highly reflective and emissive roof coatings and
materials (“cool roofs”) to reduce building energy consump-
tion and reduce the heat island effect in urban areas. In 1998,
the Cool Roof Rating Council was established to develop
credible methods for evaluating cool roof products and work
with code officials, efficiency organizations and others to pro-
mote these products. In 1999, EPA launched the Energy Star
Roof Products program. Since its inception, the Energy Star
program has attracted 143 manufacturer partners offering
more than 400 qualified roofing products. The Energy Star
list is used to identify qualified products for several market
transformation programs operating in California. The CEC is
distributing incentives totalling $ 21 million through May,
2003 for the installation of cool roofs on non-residential and
multi-family buildings with electrically-powered, compres-
sor-based air conditioning systems. As of mid-2002, the pro-
gram had committed funding for projects totalling 44 million
square feet of roof. The Sacramento Municipal Utility Dis-
trict’s Cool Roof Program pays incentives for the installation
of cool roofs directly to roofing contractors with the under-
standing that these incentives will be passed on to customers
through lower project costs. To date, 195 roofing projects have
been completed through the program, which boasts 33 roof-
ing contractor partners. Further supporting market transfor-

mation in California, the State’s Title 24 building code now
gives energy performance credits to buildings with cool roofs.
Recent experience with cool roof programs demonstrates the
importance of selling energy and non-energy benefits, partic-
ularly for a technology that does not have an obvious function
for end users. Also, since the technology is relatively new and
customer interest and demand is low, it makes sense to have
roofing contractors market the program directly to customers.
This reduces overall program administrative costs and en-
courages contractors to develop a strong, sustainable program
for selling the technology to customers.

 

Dry-Type Transformers

 

Dry-type transformers are primarily used inside buildings.
Unlike the generally larger liquid-immersed transformers
that are primarily used in outdoor applications, efforts to im-
prove dry-type transformer efficiency have been limited.
This situation began to change in 1992 with the passage of
federal legislation directing the U.S. DOE to consider setting
efficiency standards for transformers, and the subsequent
publication in 1996 of the National Electrical Manufacturers
Association TP-1 standard, with recommended efficiency
levels for transformers, including dry-type units. TP-1 speci-
fies efficiencies for dry-type units rising from 97% (15 kVA) to
98.9% (1 000 kVA). Energy Star, FEMP, and CEE all subse-
quently adopted TP-1 as the efficiency specification for their
programs. Several utilities began offering incentives for the
purchase of transformers meeting TP-1. New York State of-
fered a program targeting the distribution channel. Program
elements included a life-cycle cost calculator, promotions,
and “circuit riders” who did presentations to target audiences.
As a result of these efforts, most major transformer manufac-
turers produce TP-1 units and costs of units have come down
(some of the original TP-1 products were priced as premium
products). However, efforts to improve knowledge about the
availability and benefits of the technology among transformer
purchasers, specifiers, and wholesalers have met with less
success according to a 2002 survey in New York State. Still,
due to improved availability, lower costs, and excellent lifecy-
cle economics (TP-1 transformers typically have a 3-year sim-
ple payback), several states have adopted building code or
minimum efficiency standards requiring TP-1 levels of effi-
ciency. In 2002, both the U.S. House and Senate adopted leg-
islation containing a national minimum efficiency
requirement at the TP-1 level. This did not pass due to con-
troversies on other parts of the legislation. Ultimately, the fed-
eral legislation is likely to pass, completing the market
transformation process. A key factor has been manufacturer
development of and support for the TP-1 standard. TP-1 falls
short of the economic optimum efficiency for most applica-
tions, but a modest initial standard was needed to garner man-
ufacturer support and to keep simple payback periods low
enough to have appeal in a market such as transformers that
is primarily driven by first costs.

 

INDUSTRIAL INITIATIVES

 

Premium Efficiency Motors

 

Approximately 30 programs are now in operation that aim to
increase the market share of new motor purchases that meet
the NEMA Premium™ efficiency specification. The agree-
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ment of all parties in 2001 to accept the NEMA specification
has represented a major step forward in program consisten-
cy. Most of these programs are coordinated with the CEE
premium efficiency motor program. Programs typically pro-
vide information on the advantages of premium efficiency
motors and often provide incentives to cover part of the cost
difference between premium efficiency motors and motors
that just meet the U.S. minimum efficiency standards for
motors. Some regional programs have achieved a premium
efficiency market share of as much as 30% of total motor
sales, substantially more than the approximately 10% mar-
ket share for these motors in the late 1990s. With the current
economic slowdown, total motor sales have declined, and
manufacturers report the share of those sales accounted for
by NEMA Premium motors has also declined at the national
level. However, the premium share has remained essentially
constant in markets where premium efficiency motor pro-
grams are operating. These markets are complex and diffi-
cult to influence, so it is important to minimise the
consumers’ difficulty in identifying efficient products as has
been done with the NEMA label.

 

Motor Management

 

Motor management programs typically have the dual goals
of promoting management practices that shift installed mo-
tor population toward greater efficiency (discussed above),
and encouraging senior company management to imple-
ment motor management plans including such practices as
preventative maintenance and evaluating the economics of
replacing motors before repairing them. Most of these pro-
grams are coordinated with the 

 

Motor Decisions Matter™

 

(MDM) initiative begun in 2001, which has brought the en-
ergy efficiency community together with motor manufactur-
ers and motor service companies. The MDM initiative has
achieved some success in raising awareness about good mo-
tor management practices, both through presentations and
trade press articles. An evaluation of MDM is planned for
2003. In the meantime, the only evaluation available is for
the motor management program in the Northwest which
found that the program appeared to have some influence on
motor management practices at half the customers that re-
ceived assistance, although quantifying the energy savings
achieved is difficult. This market has proven difficult to
penetrate because motor decisions are complex and the mar-
ket is generally not aware of the costs of poor management.
To successfully reach the end-user market requires a clear,
concise, consistent message, repeated often.

 

Compressed Air Systems

 

Compressed air systems have been the target of concerted en-
ergy-efficiency efforts since about 1996. The prime initiative
has been Compressed Air Challenge (CAC), a public-private
partnership which has developed training courses, software
and other educational material to increase knowledge about
and implementation of strategies to reduce the energy used
by compressed air systems, including management, hardware
and control improvements. Several levels of training are
offered, from basic one-day courses for plant personnel to
multi-day courses designed to help train compressed air con-
sultants. Many utilities and states have hosted Compressed
Air Challenge courses and several offer technical assistance

and incentives for helping to implement system retrofits. An
evaluation of the CAC program found that it has trained more
than 3 000 individuals, including more than 500 who play an
active role in disseminating information about energy effi-
ciency to end users and equipment vendors. A survey of end-
user participants found that 76% report making significant
capital and/or operating improvements to their compressed
air system since attending the CAC training. A review of
measures implemented estimated that for those customers
who implement improvements, savings have averaged 7.5%
of compressed-air system energy use. In addition, the majori-
ty of facilities that implemented measures report significant
non-energy benefits as well such as reduced downtime, more
constant pressure in the system, etc. A survey of compressed-
air system service providers who attended training found that
52% reported that their companies have begun to offer new
efficiency services such as analyses of system efficiency,
measurements of system flow/pressure and energy use, and/or
ultrasonic leak detection (Xenergy 2002). More broadly, com-
pressed air market programs appear to have come at a critical
juncture in the compressed air industry, and program efforts
have given a critical “nudge” to industry players to change
their overall business approach, to one that emphasizes serv-
ice delivery instead of just emphasizing equipment sales. Key
industry players were realizing the limits of the old business
model, and the program worked with them to help the indus-
try move in a direction favorable to energy efficiency. 

 

SUMMARY

 

Overall, the 28 initiatives have varied in level of effort and
success in transforming markets. Table 1 summarises our as-
sessments of the overall level of effort and progress towards
market transformation for each initiative. In compiling these
we used a three level rating scheme for level of effort (low,
medium and high) and a five level rating scheme for progress
towards market transformation (where 1=little progress,
2=some progress, 3=substantial progress, 4=transformation
likely and 5=largely transformed). Of the 28 initiatives, 10 had
a high level of effort, 11 medium, and 7 low. On progress to-
wards market transformation, the breakdown is as follows: 

 

•

 

2 are rated “largely transformed” (residential clothes 
washers and commercial exit signs);

 

•

 

7

 

1

 

/

 

2

 

 are rated “transformation likely” (condensing furnac-
es in cold climates, central air conditioners and heat 
pumps, residential appliances, packaged commercial air 
conditioners, commercial clothes washers, building oper-
ator training and certification, dry-type transformers, and 
traffic signals);

 

•

 

10 are rated “substantial progress” (residential windows, 
new homes, compact fluorescent lamps and fixtures, 
home electronics, packaged refrigeration, commercial 
new construction, real estate, schools, premium efficien-
cy motors, and compressed air systems);

 

•

 

7

 

1

 

/

 

2

 

 are rated “some progress” (furnace fan motors, cen-
tral air conditioner installation and maintenance practic-
es, duct sealing, ground-source heat pumps, cool roofs, 
retrocommissioning, commercial lighting design, and 
motor management practices);

 

•

 

1 is rated “little progress” (heat pump water heaters).
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Lessons Learned

 

In general, the measures that have made significant progress
over the past five or so years share one or more of the follow-
ing attributes.

 

•

 

They have low incremental cost (e.g., home electronics 
and dishwashers).

 

•

 

They have rapid paybacks (e.g., LED exit signs and traf-
fic lights and CFLs).

 

•

 

They have substantial other benefits besides energy sav-
ings (e.g., LED exit signs and traffic lights have long 
lives, efficient clothes washers provide improved clean-
ing performance, and efficient new homes can be more 
comfortable).

 

•

 

They generally are improvements in the efficiency of an 
existing technology, rather than a totally new technology 
or changes in practices or design methods (i.e., most of 
the energy-saving practices have a progress rating of 2, 
with a few at three and only one (BOC) at 4).

 

•

 

They are incorporated into new codes and standards, 
(e.g., residential and commercial clothes washers, resi-

dential and commercial air conditioners, transformers, 
LED traffic lights and exit signs, and packaged commer-
cial refrigeration equipment).

Furthermore, unsurprisingly, there is a correlation between
level of effort and progress towards market transformation,
with measures with a high level of effort averaging 3.5 on
progress, measures with a medium level of effort averaging
3.1, and measures with a low level of effort averaging 2.6.

A review of the sections above also provides many other
examples of what has worked, what hasn’t and why. Among
the lessons that are illustrated by multiple initiatives are the
following:

 

•

 

It’s important to work with the major players in the mar-
ket, to enlist their input, participation and support. For 
example, equipment manufacturers have been critical 
players in the compact fluorescent lamp and home elec-
tronics efforts, real estate management companies in the 
real estate initiative, and roofing contractors in efforts to 
promote cool roofs. In working with these partners, flex-
ibility helps; by responding to their concerns and motiva-
tions, greater support can be obtained.

Initiative Level of Effort Progress Towards Market

Transformation

Residential

   New homes High 3

   Windows High 3

   Compact fluorescent lamps & fixtures High 3

   Clothes washers High 5

   Other appliances High 4

   Home electronics Medium 3

   Central air conditioners and heat pumps Medium 4

   Central a/c installation & maintenance practices Low 2

   Gas furnaces Medium 4 (condensing furnaces in

cold climates); 2 (fan motors)

   Duct sealing Low 2

   Ground-source heat pumps (includes some commercial applications) Medium 2

   Heat pump water heaters Low 1

Commercial

   Packaged air conditioners and heat pumps High 4

   Packaged refrigeration Medium 3

   Commercial lighting design Medium 2

   Exit signs Medium 5

   New commercial construction Medium 3

   Building operator training & certification High 4

   Dry-type transformers Medium 4

   Retrocommissioning Low 2

   Real estate Low 3

   Schools High 3

   Clothes washers Low 4

   Traffic signals High 4

   Cool roofs (includes some residential applications) Low 2

Industrial

   Premium efficiency motors High 3

   Motor management Medium 2

   Compressed air systems Medium 3

Table 1. Summary of market transformation initiative level of effort and progress.
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•

 

The target for the initiative needs to be achievable, but 
it also needs to be aggressive enough to attract the inter-
est of program operators. Examples of such initiatives in-
clude those for dry-type transformers, commercial 
packaged air conditioners, refrigeration systems, and 
home electronics. If a level is set too high (as CEE did for 
its initial tier 2 for packaged commercial air conditioners), 
there will be little participation and interest. On the oth-
er hand, if the target is set too low (as manufacturers of air 
conditioners, motors and vending machines have sug-
gested at various times in the past), the amount of savings 
is not sufficient to attract the interest of energy-efficiency 
program operators.

 

•

 

When designing programs, some attention needs to be 
paid to the efficiency metrics that are used, since manu-
facturers will tend to focus on the metric to the exclusion 
of other parameters. Thus, the air conditioning initiatives 
have succeeded in raising efficiency levels as measured 
by the metrics, but field performance and performance 
on other important parameters has lagged.

 

•

 

Success in the market often happens when efficient 
products and services can be successfully differentiated 
in the eyes of purchasers from conventional products and 
services. Generally, differentiation will depend not just 
on efficiency, but also on related parameters. The Energy 
Star homes program has succeeded by differentiating an 
Energy Star home as higher quality and more comforta-
ble than conventional homes. Efficient clothes washers 
are known for their efficiency and better cleaning ability. 
And LED traffic lights and exit signs have lower mainte-
nance costs in addition to their energy savings.

 

•

 

Promotion (e.g., advertising and educational materials) is 
a key component of most initiatives. Promotion raises 
awareness among potential purchasers as well as those 
who sell equipment and services. Promotion should em-
phasise the full range of benefits and not just energy sav-
ings. Many of the initiatives that have not fared well are 
impeded by limited consumer awareness and limited 
promotion efforts (e.g., duct sealing, air conditioner in-
stallation and maintenance practices, and motor manage-
ment). In undertaking promotion activities, the clearer 
the message the better. For example, schools programs 
have done well by focusing on the clear message of stu-
dent performance.

 

•

 

Training of service providers and equipment salesper-
sons and installers can also be an important part of a mar-
ket transformation initiative. Training has been central to 
the success of the Building Operator Training program 
and has contributed to such efforts as those promoting 
commercial building retrocommissioning and sales of 
high-efficiency residential clothes washers (where train-
ing focused on salespeople and taught them how to bet-
ter sell premium-priced efficient machines).

 

•

 

Incentives can be an important part of an initiative, par-
ticularly in the initial stages. Incentives attract attention 
and help address the higher initial costs of many efficient 
products and services, costs that are often high when a 
technology or practice is first introduced to the market. 

For example, incentives were very important ingredients 
in efforts to promote efficient clothes washers, compact 
fluorescent lamps, efficient new homes and commercial 
buildings, high-efficiency air conditioners, condensing 
furnaces, and duct-sealing. As consumer awareness, local 
stocking, and salesperson and installer experience im-
prove, costs often come down, permitting incentives to 
be reduced, and in quite a few cases to be ended entirely 
(for example, incentives are now rare for efficient exit 
signs, traffic lights and residential clothes washers). 

 

•

 

Most of the successful market transformation initiatives 
are multi-pronged efforts, that involve several different 
market interventions (e.g., training, incentives and pro-
motion), multiple organisations, and that evolve over 
time. For example, without a multi-pronged approach, 
efforts to improve the efficiency of packaged refrigera-
tion equipment would probably not have gotten off the 
ground. And schools programs have benefited from ef-
forts to work with all the major stakeholders.

 

•

 

While programs may be multi-pronged and complicated 
from the perspective of program implementers, for program 
participants, they should be kept simple. Premium-efficien-
cy motors programs were greatly aided by the development 
and promotion of a single efficiency specification. Efforts to 
promote efficient lighting design and heat pump water 
heaters have been constrained by complexity (e.g., difficul-
ty differentiating between efficient and inefficient designs 
in the former case, the need for two installers in the latter 
case).

 

•

 

Ultimately, an initiative can succeed only if the product 
or service is valuable and works well. Heat pump water 
heaters have suffered from performance problems, prob-
lems that can “poison” the market and make it difficult 
to succeed in the future. Broad market transformation in-
itiatives should probably not be undertaken until prod-
ucts are ready (for products in earlier stages of market de-
velopment, research and demonstration efforts will 
generally be more suitable).

 

Discussion and Conclusion

 

In the past decade, market transformation initiatives have
generally made good progress in the “New World.” Several
initiatives have largely transformed markets and most have
made substantial progress. But not all market transformation
initiatives have succeeded, indicating that the market trans-
formation approach is not a cure-all for all of society’s ener-
gy-efficiency problems. 

So far, efforts to promote more efficient equipment have
been more successful than efforts to promote more efficient
practices. Efforts to promote efficient equipment should
continue, because chances of success are relatively high. But
more efficient practices can offer very large opportunities for
savings and deserve increased attention. For example, a
2002 ACEEE analysis of 38 possible targets for market
transformation initiatives found that about 60% of the avail-
able savings come from efficient practices (Nadel 2002). In
the case of the Building Operator Certification program, suc-
cess has been achieved promoting an efficient practice by
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identifying a need, making a compelling case to decision-
makers that participation would benefit them, and doing a
good job with program implementation. Such a model can
and should be employed for other practices.

Based on the success of market transformation initiatives
in the U.S., we would recommend that other countries and
regions seriously consider expanding their use of the market
transformation approach to program design. However, fund-
ing will be needed to help these programs succeed – includ-
ing funding for training, promotion and incentives.
Minimum efficiency standards and building codes have also
been very useful in the U.S. for completing the transforma-
tion process for many technologies, making the market
transformation approach particularly attractive for countries
with established procedures for adopting codes and stand-
ards. Market transformation initiatives can advance technol-
ogies to the point where codes and standards are not
controversial. By working in tandem, voluntary market
transformation initiatives and mandatory codes and stand-
ards can achieve greater savings than either approach can
achieve alone.
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